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Nominations are for a three year term starting
January 1, 1996.

More than 25 members attended the Club's
business meeting on Wednesday, August 2, 1995.
The following items were discussed:

Report of The Perfins Club at the Pre
cancel Stamp Society Convention/Perfins
Club Annual Meeting - August 1-5,1995

4. Richard Mewhinney, Chairman of the Nominat
ing Committee, presented the committee's report.
The committee nominated the below listed individu
als to the positions indicated.

UNITED STATES PERFIN CATALOG

The initial draft of the forthcoming new edition of
the Catalog of United States Perfins has now been
completed, although there is still a lot of work to do
before publication. The draft has to be proofread,
updated, new data added to earlier sections, etc.
before printing. Most importantly, some disconcert
ing ambiguities must be clarifted.

The 50-year accumulation of the late Jack
Sothern's perfms will be privately auctioned in
installments starting this autumn with the smaller
overseas country perfms. Single stamps, covers,
single countries and specialties are included. There
should be something for the general collector, single
country collector, type or issue collector, both
beginner and advanced. The first auction will have
about 100 lots. Deadline for submitting bids is
December 30, 1995. To participate, please send a
request for an auction list and enclose a #10 SASE
to Bob Schwerdt, 9 Memory Lane, Poughkeepsie,
NY 12603.

John M. Randall (#1336)
U.S. Catalog Editor

6. John Lyding, Bulletin Editor, received approval
to institute paid classified and display advertise
ments in The Petfins Bulletin. Paid advertising will
start with the January 1996issue. All members are
still entitled to one free classified advertisement
annually. Classified and display advertising rates
are listed elsewhere in this issue.

7. The Handbook of Petfin Collecting, written by
the late Jack Southern was discussed. The Hand
book is distributed to new members along with a
welcome letter by the Vice President. The Hand
book contains useful information and is a handy
guide for new members.

Special Notice

Stamp Sales Circuit which is com pletely covered by
insurance.

Rudy J, Roy, Jr., #1124 of
Virginia Beach, VA

Sylvia M. Gersch, #1825F
of Scottsdale, AZ

Secretary

Vice President

3. John M. Randall, US Catalog Editor, reported
on the completion of the first draft of the catalog.
He discussed some of the changes in the catalog
and the additional information that will be included
in the new catalog. (See following article by John
concerning the catalog.)

2. The Guide to Petfin Exhibiting - At their June
meeting, the Board of Directors of the Royal
Philatelic Society of Canada adopted the guide for
their judges. The guide is now the accepted stan
dard for the United States and Canada. The guide
has been submitted for the literature competition at
CHlCAGOPEX '95 - November 17·19, 1995 See
additional article uoder "Notes from here and
there."

1. Ken Lawrence's article in the July 1995, issue of
The American Philatelist. This excellent four page
spread about perfms will help the Club's member
ship drive. Ken Lawrence has also authorized a
reprint of another of his well researched articles on
perfms. This will appear in TPB in the near future.

5. Insurance - We had one loss this year on the
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The most important problem to be addressed
comes from the Additions & Corrections supple
ments #1 through #6, plus some unpublished
additions. Some added patterns are completely
different than any in the 1979 Catalog. However,
the majority are fairly close variations of previously
listed patterns. A great deal of work had already
been carried out in attempting to decide which of
these are replacements for earl ier patterns (or just
as likely, the original patterns which were replaced
by the listed patterns) and which are probably die
varieties in multiple-head machines. This has not
been an easy task and can probably never be com
pletely accurate or satisfy all collectors. The main
criterion for decisions -- given two or more very
similar patterns -- is the period of usage of each,
given the usual absence of strips of stamps showing
whether the machine was single- or multiple-head
devices. If two patterns dovetail in their period of
usage, then they are probably two different patterns,
with one replacing the other. If they have the same
period of usage, the-a decision might be made that
they are just die varieties .

The other part of the problem with the added
patterns are inconsistencies among entries. For
example, consider pattern S154, SIU. In the 1979
Catalog it was positively identified as used by the
State University of Iowa. In the A&C pages pattern
S154A was added. S154 has been found on stamp
issues from 1922 through 1938 (Prex-y) . Pattern
S154A is found from the 1938 through 1984 issues.
It is apparent that pattern S154A was the original
pattern and was replaced during the time of use of
the Presidential series with pattern S154. That is
fine, but now the problem arises with the positive
identification of the user. Was the positive identifi
cation used in the 1979 Catalog for pallern S154 or
154A? Finally, in the absence of definitive data, the
positive data, the positive identification willprobably
be kept for the original pattern, although this may
not be correct in all cases. Nevertheless, some
record of positive identification should be kept for
the pattern and its companion.

The are many other examples. For the letter S,
there are:

S35, S35A, S35B and S35C
S47 and S47A
S50 and S50.5
S51 and S52
S53.5 and S54
S82.5 and S82.5A
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S88 and S88.5
S99 and S99A
SIlO and S110.5
S114, S114.5 and S114.5A
S137 and S137.2

The list goes on and on, through the entire alpha
bet. The above list should make the type of prob
lem clear .

This situation can be alleviated, if not completely
eliminated. provided that lots of covers can be
located for these pallerns. The plea is for each
collector who has perfm covers to look for those
covers which might shed light on patterns with this
problem. It docs not mailer if your cover shows the
original identification was correct or if you have a
cover showing the identification for tbe pallern in
the A&C pages. Either provides hard data. Some
of these pallerns are so close to one another that it
is difficult or impossible to determine which of the
patterns is on a cover. Even so, a photocopy of the
cover sent to the Editor could help solve the prob
lem. If there is a legible postmark, then it may be
possible to determine which pattern it probably is
from the usage data developed by the Editor.
Photocopies would be appreciated for any covers for
which tbis problem exists. If you have many covers
to copy, your costs will be gladly refunded. If you
think the Editor might be able to determine the
pattern from the actual cover but not from a photo
copy, please send the cover. All covers will be
returned after photocopying.

If many collectors will help out, many of our
uncertainties may be eliminated. Remember, you
may have the key cover that no one else has submit
ted. Thank you in advance for your help in produc
ing a better an more accurate U.S. Catalog.

John M. Randall, 2540 Carquinez Ave., EI Cerito,
CA 94530

Notes From Here and There

President Kurt Ottenheimer forwarded copies of
several letters that he has received regarding The
Perfins Club's publication, Guide to Pesfin Exhibit
ing by Sylvia M. Gersch and Robert J. Schwerdt.
William G. Robinson, President, the Royal Philatel
ic Society comments included:

Many specialties require such guides, but
very few have appeared yet. Your Club
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